Adam Wolff

Subject:

Cheryl Longinotti <cslonginotti@comcast.net>
Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:14 PM
Peter Chase; Adam Wolff
CM Inn Extended Roundabout & Construction Traffic Plan

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:
Sent:

To:

At tonight's meeting, Cindy Winter suggested the roundabout be realized on a trial basis with temporary bollards. I want
to add to that idea by suggesting that a temporary installation be done during construction. Construction activity will
make drivers more alert and better able to learn the new circulation pattern.
I also want to suggest that the construction traffic plan limit travel on local streets to the maximum extent possible. Only
access from northbound 101 need to use Tamalpais Dr/Madera. Egress to both north and southbound 101 can be via
Madera on-ramp with northbound vehicles getting off at Tamalpais and proceeding to the northbound on-ramp on the
east side of the highway.
Cheryl Longinotti

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Marc Schwartz <drmischwartz@icloud.com>
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 at 9:05 PM
To: Tom McHugh <tom@tmchughlaw.com>
Subject: CM REbuild

I see no clear benefit to our town, in the proposed rebuild project.
What is clear is that 1) extensive efforts are being made to mitigate clear problems with the proposed project, 2)
established rules are proposed to be changed, most especially the density FAR which is designed to protect the
character of the town.
Can you imagine these attempts getting any traction in Tiburon? Belvedere?Kentfield? What town would consider
altering their General Plan to accommodate single for profit entity?
I am sorry to know that so much money and design planning have been invested BEFORE the town considers
and decides on what is best for the town. The professional presentations, so well done, place a palpable pressure
on the town to respond and accommodate. That pressure calls for a thoughtful response and recognition that the
order of operations is backwards, that the town needs to decide on what is best for the town FIRST. There is a
logical need to STOP the MOMENTUM set in motion by an individual investor, for his own profit.
Changing the FAR/Density rules set out in the General Plan at the request of any single project is poor policy.
The proposed combination of extended stay and traditional hotel, really two hotels, as well as the general size of
the project is presented as absolutely necessary for the business model of the investors. It is Absolutely necessary
ONLY for the financial needs of the investors and has no relationship to the needs of the town.
With regard to traffic and circulation, the smooth presentation poorly considers the real world daily impact on
anyone who uses the Tamai Vista Corridor, and all roads surrounding the hotel. Everyones experience,
commuters going to and from work, kids and parents heading to and from school, on a daily basis for many, many
years will be negatively impacted. We do not even know the real versus the imagined /projected impact before
the new densely built Wincup apartments are fully occupied. Why is it OK that the traffic assessment already seen
as bad during peak times could be allowed to be worse AT ALL?
A MORATORIUM was established for many of the reasons at issue here. There is every reason for it to be highly
relevant to the matter at hand. What good is it to the town to destroy ANY remaining wetland? With some effort
from the town, the pond could be nurtured in a healthier direction. Do we need more concrete flatland for the
sake of building/financial/investor needs that the TOWN does not need? Accommodate
again? This is a permanent loss.
Lastly, the pool, is the business of the owners. It might be seen, since we are obviously in a creative (or
destructive?) mode here, as the valuable community resource that it is, and as it has functioned for many years. Its
continuance might be supported by a tax break to the owners of the inn, whomever that might turn out to be.
Marc I Schwartz MD
30 Fairview Avenue
Corte Madera 94925
since 1989

Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cindy Winter <cinhiver@gmail.com>
Monday, January 18, 2016 3:43 PM
Adam Wolff
Reneson Hotels Inc. -- bike lanes on Tamai Vista
HDM 301.2.pdf

Dear Planning Director Wolff,

At the January 12th meeting, Commissioner McFadden asked that Reneson be required to construct a "bike
path" on Tamai Vista. As a cyclist myself, I appreciate the good intentions, but they are extremely difficult,
perhaps impossible to fulfill.

Based on Google Earth,Tamal Vista measures about 35-41 feet across, from Madera to Womum. Although the
roadway configuration varies, roughly 8' in width opposite the hotel is allocated for parking, thus there remains
33' for driving, or three 11' lanes, one of which is the tum lane.

If you could reduce the tum lane to 10', each through lane would then measure 11 '5". Subtracting 1 '5" from
each, you'd have three traffic lanes of 10' and 3' extra that could be used for bikes. But the minimum bike lane
permitted by Caltrans Highway Design Manual Section 301.2, attached, is 5' next to on-street parking. This is
because in such a situation cyclists will ride close to traffic in order to avoid "dooring" by drivers exiting parked
cars. Otherwise, the lane must be 4' (and the boldface means "mandatory"). See Subsection (1) of that section
and my diagram at the bottom of Figure 301.2A, also attached.

Section 301.2(3) discusses reducing the width of traffic lanes to accommodate bike lanes. Because there are
times when Tamai Vista serves high traffic volumes, this would seem a critical threshold decision.

Even if the roadway could be widened somehow, or parking removed somehow, to install bike lanes, the busy
traffic might indicate the need for buffering, another 2', or a total of 6' on each side. You might widen the street
enough to have 11 feet to play with, and bike lanes of 5'5" on each side would probably be acceptable.

Ifby "bike path" Commissioner McFadden had in mind the new Class IV protected bike lanes, these raise
additional issues. Google HDM 1002.1(5). While Caltrans has been working hard to include Class IV's in bike
planning, and has made good progress, for Corte Madera's purposes here, on Tamai Vista, the basis for analysis
should be bike lanes of the tried-and-true variety.
1

If all else fails, you could sprinkle the street with sharrows. (I can't recall whether they exist now.)

It might be an idea to include bike lanes as part of the Tamal Vista Corridor discussion, because howsoever
desirable the goal, the complexities of the undertaking would seem to make it unsuited to mitigate a hotel
rebuild, which in my view is already complex enough.

Respectfully submitted,

Cindy Winter
826 S. Eliseo Drive
Greenbrae 94904
cinhiver@gmail.com
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CHAPTER 300
GEOMETRIC CROSS SECTION
The selection of a cross section is based upon the
joint use of the transportation corridor by vehicles,
including trucks, public transit, cyclists and
pedestrians. Designers should recognize the
implications of this sharing of the transportation
corridor and are encouraged to consider not only
vehicular movement, but also movement of people,
distribution of goods, and provision of essential
services. Designers need also to consider the plan
for the future of the route, consult Transportation
Concept Reports for state routes.

Topic 301 -Traveled Way
Standards
The traveled way width is determined by the
number of lanes required to accommodate
operational needs, terrain, safety and other
concerns. The traveled way width includes the
width of all lanes, but does not .include the width of
shoulders, sidewalks, curbs, dikes, gutters, or gutter
pans. See Topic 307 for State highway cross
sections, and Topic 308 for road cross sections
under other jurisdictions.

Index 301.1 - Lane Width
The minimum lane width on two-lane and
multilane highways, ramps, collector-distributor
roads, and other appurtenant roadways shall be
12 feet, except as follows:

•

For conventional State highways with posted
speeds less than or equal to 40 miles per
hour and AADTT (truck volume) less than
250 per lane that are in urban, city or town
centers (rural main streets), the minimum
lane width shall be 11 feet. The preferred lane
width is 12 feet. See Index 81.3 for place type
definitions.
Where a 2-lane conventional State highway
connects to a freeway within an interchange,
the lane width shall be 12 feet.
Where a multilane State
to a freeway within an
outer most lane of the
direction of travel shall be

highway connects
interchange, the
highway in each
12 feet.

•

For highways, ramps, and roads with curve
radii of 300 feet or less, widening due to
offtracking in order to minimize bicycle and
vehicle conflicts must be considered. See
Index 404.1 and Table 504.JA.

•

For lane widths on roads
jurisdictions, see Topic 308.

under

other

301.2 Class II Bikeway (Bike Lane) Lane
Width
(1) General. Class II bikeways (bike lanes), for
the preferential use of bicycles, may be
established within the roadbed and shall be
located immediately adjacent to a traffic
lane as allowed in this manual. A buffered
bike lane may also be established within the
roadbed, separated by a marked buffer
between the bike lane and the traffic lane or
parking lane. See the California MUTCD for
buffered bike lane marking and signing0
further
.
guidance. Contraflow bike lanes are designed
for bike travel in the opposite direction as
adjacent vehicular traffic, and are only
See the
al lowed on one-way streets.
California MUTCD for contraflow bike lane
marking and signing guidance. Typical Class
II bikeway configurations are illustrated in
Figure 301.2A. A bikeway located behind onstreet parking, physical separation, or barrier
within the roadway is a Class IV bikeway
(separated bikeway). See DIB 89 for Class IV
bikeway (separated bikeway) design guidance.
The minimum Class II bike lane width shall
be 4 feet, except where:

• Adjacent to on-street parking,
minimum bike lane should be 5 feet.

the

• Posted speeds are greater than 40 miles per
hour, the minimum bike lane should be
6 feet, or
• On highways with concrete curb and
gutter, a minimum width of 3 feet
measured from the bike lane stripe to
the joint between the shoulder pavement
and the gutter shall be provided.

Class U bikeways may be included as part of
the shoulder width See Topic 302.
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As grades increase, downhill bicycle speeds
can increase, which increases the width
needed for the comfort of bicycle operation.
If bicycle lanes are to be marked, additional
bike lane width is recommended to
accommodate these higher bicycle speeds.
See Index 204.5(4) for guidance, on
accommodating bicyclists on uphill grades
where a Class II bikeway is not included.
If bike lanes are to be located on one-way
streets, they may be placed on either or both
sides of the street. When only one bicycle
lane is provided, it should be located on the
side of the street that presents the lowest
number of conflicts for bicyclists which
facilitates turning movements and access to
destinations on the street.

(2)

On-Street Parking Adjacent to Class II
Bikeways. Parking adjacent to bike lanes is
discussed in subsection (1) above and
addressed in Table 302.1, Note (7).Part-time
bike lanes with part-time on-street parking is
discouraged. This type of bike lane may only
be considered if the majority of bicycle travel
occurs during the hours of parking
prohibition. When such an installation is
being considered refer to the California
MUTCD and traffic operations for direction
regarding proper signing and marking.

(3) Reduction of Cross Section Elements Adjacent
to Class II Bikeways. There are situations
where it may be desirable to reduce the width
of the lanes in order to add or widen bike
lanes or shoulders.
In determining the
appropriateness of narrower traffic lanes,
consideration should be given to factors such
as motor vehicle speeds, truck volumes,
alignment, bike lane width, sight distance, and
the presence of on-street parking. When onstreet parking is permitted adjacent to a bike
lane, or on a shoulder where bicycling is not
prohibited, reducing the width of the adjacent
traffic lane may allow for wider bike lanes or
shoulders, to provide greater clearance
between bicyclists and driver-side doors when
opened.

301.3 Cross Slopes
(])

General. The purpose of sloping on roadway
cross sections is to provide a mechanism to
direct water ( usually from precipitation) off
the traveled way. Undesirable accumulations
of water can lead to hydroplaning or other
problems which can increase accident
potential.
See Topics 831 and 833 for
hydroplaning considerations. For roadways
with three (3) lanes or more sloped in the
same direction, see topic 833.2.

(2)

Standards.
(a) The standard cross slope to be used for
new construction on the traveled way
for all types of surfaces shall be
2 percent.
(b) For resurfacing or widening (only when
necessary to match existing cross slope),
the minimum shall be 1.5 percent and
the maximum shall be 3 percent.
However, the cross slope on 2-lane and
mu ltilane HMA highways should be
increased to 2 percent if the cost is
reasonable.
( c) On
surfaces,
roadway
unpaved
including gravel and penetration
treated earth, the cross slope shall be
2.5 percent to 5.0 percent.
On undivided highways with two or more
lanes in a normal tangent section, the high
point of the crown should be centered on the
pavement and the pavement sloped toward the
edges on a uniform grade.
For rehabilitation and widening projects, the
maximum algebraic difference in cross slope
between adjacent lanes of opposing traffic for
either 2-lane or undivided multilane highways
should be 6 percent. For new construction,
the maximum shall be 4 percent.
On divided highway roadbeds, the high point
of crown may be centered at, or left of, the
center of the traveled way, and preferably over
a lane line (tent sections). This strategy may
be employed when adding lanes on the inside
of divided highways, or when widening an
existing "crowned" 2-Iane highway to a 4-lane
divided highway by utilizing the existing
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Figure 301.2A
Typical Class II Bikeway (Bike Lane) Cross Sections
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Kamman Hydrology & Engineering, Inc.
7 Mt. Lassen Drive, Suite 9250, San Rafael, CA 94903
Telephone: (415) 491-9600
Facsimile: (415) 680-1538
E-mail: Greg@KHE-lnc.com

February 4, 2016
Mr. Bob Silvestri, President
Community Venture Partners
73 Surrey Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
Subject:

Review of Final, Recirculated and Draft Environmental Impact Reports
Corte Madera Inn Rebuild Project, Marin County, California

Dear Bob:
I am a hydrologist with over twenty five years of technical and consulting experience in
the fields of geology, hydrology, and hydrogeology. I have been providing professional
hydrology services in California since 1991 and routinely manage projects in the areas of
surface- and groundwater hydrology, flood hazard assessment, water quality, water
resources management, and geomorphology. Most of my work is located in the Coast
Range watersheds of California, with emphasis on Marin County. My areas of expertise
include: characterizing and modeling watershed-scale hydrologic and geomorphic
processes; evaluating surface- and ground-water resources/quality and their interaction;
assessing hydrologic, geomorphic, and water quality responses to land-use changes in
watersheds and causes of stream channel instability; and designing and implementing
field investigations characterizing surface and subsurface hydrologic and water quality
conditions. I co-own and operate the hydrology and engineering consulting firm
Kamman Hydrology & Engineering, Inc. in San Rafael, California (established in 1997).
I earned a Master of Science in Geology, specializing in Sedimentology and
Hydrogeology as well as an A.B. in Geology from Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. I am
a Certified Hydrogeologist (CHg) and a registered Professional Geologist (PG).
I have reviewed the Final, Recirculated and Draft Environmental Impact Reports for the
Corte Madera Inn Rebuild Project (State Clearinghouse No. 2014042069), prepared by
Amy Skewes-Cox between November 2014 and November 2015. In addition to
reviewing the DEIR, I have reviewed the following documents and rely on information
contained in these documents to help formulate my opinions.
•

•
•

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FERC), 2016, (Pending) Flood Insurance
Study, Marin County, California and Incorporated Areas. Flood Insurance Study
Number 06041CV001C, Volumes 3 of 3, Second Revision, March 16.
Town of Corte Madera, 2009, General Plan for the Town of Corte Madera. Chapter
7.0 Flooding and Floodplain Management, April, 18p.
Town of Corte Madera, 1999, Corte Madera, California - Code of Ordinance,
Supplement 17, Title 16 - Protection of Flood Hazard Areas. Retrieved from
https://www.municode.com/library/ca/corte_madera/codes/code_of_ordinances
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Based on my review of these materials, it is my professional opinion that the EIR has
failed to demonstrate that the project will have no potential adverse impact on local
groundwater resources, flood hazards, and surface/ground-water quality. In addition, the
EIR does not provide technical hydrologic analyses or project descriptions that comply
with CEQA and City policies and ordinances associated with groundwater, flooding and
flood hazard management. The rationale for these opinions is provided below.
1. Potential Impact on Groundwater Recharge: The EIR states that there are existing
and potential beneficial uses for local groundwater resources. Page 4.8-1 of the
DEIR states, "Existing and potential beneficial uses of the Ross Valley
Groundwater Basin include municipal and domestic water supply, industrial
process water supply, industrial service water supply, and agricultural water
supply." The EIR significance criteria state that interference with groundwater
recharge is a significant effect on hydrology (pg. 4.8-10). Specifically, this
criteria states, "Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table level. "
Groundwater recharge to the local project area aquifer comes from infiltration of
rainwater through pervious soil as well as infiltration of water through local area
canals, lagoons, drainage ditches and ponds. Currently, there is undoubtedly
infiltration of water through the earthen base of the Inn Pond that recharges the
local groundwater aquifer and unpaved areas. Reduction of surface water
infiltration reduces the available supply in the underlying aquifer and impacts the
potential beneficial uses listed above.
The EIR claims that, "The project would not substantially deplete groundwater
resources or interfere with groundwater recharge. Changes in impervious surface
as part ofproposed project would be minor compared to the 24. 7 square miles of
the Ross Valley Watershed, and no significant changes in groundwater recharge
would be expected as a result of development associated with the project." There
are many independent and hydrologically disconnected groundwater
basins/aquifers within the 24.7 square mile Ross Valley watershed. This
variability is reflected in the different geologic rock types/deposits and physical
environments in which they form throughout the watershed. As such,
groundwater conditions (recharge, water level, storage volume, etc.) will behave
different and independent between the hydrologically disconnected groundwater
subbasins that underlie the Ross Valley watershed. Changes in groundwater
recharge associated with the project has the potential to significantly affect
LOCAL groundwater conditions. The EIR does not present any technical
analyses on how the loss of groundwater recharge from the existing Inn Pond will
affect the local water table, groundwater storage volume, and surrounding
beneficial uses. For example: no water budget was prepared or presented in the
EIR to quantify the change in recharge volumes due to filling and paving of the
pond and increasing the area of impervious surfaces; the EIR does not perform or
2

cite any site-specific studies or field data that evaluate if reduced infiltration and
recharge will effect (i.e. lower) underlying groundwater levels and storage
volumes; and there is no mention of any attempt to inventory surrounding wells,
pumping rates and the effect changes in groundwater conditions will have on
those wells. Therefore, without an analysis that demonstrates otherwise, the
effect of the project on local groundwater (i.e., reduced groundwater recharge due
to filling of the pond and increased impervious surface area) remains unresolved
and a potentially significant impact.
2. Potential Impact on Groundwater Quality: As stated above, beneficial uses of the
Ross Valley Groundwater Basin include municipal, domestic, industrial and
agricultural water supply. The degree of these activities within the area of project
influence are not identified in the EIR. It's also important to note that, due to the
close proximity to San Francisco Bay, groundwater pumping from wells in the
vicinity of the project is subject to salt water intrusion from the Bay and its
underlying saline aquifer. Scenarios that could lead to salt water intrusion include
over-pumping or changes in recharge to the underlying aquifer. Much of the
water contained in the Inn Pond is likely fresh to brackish water and low in
salinity during much of the year. Therefore, the pond is likely a seasonal source
of fresh groundwater recharge, which may help alleviate impacts of stated salt
water intrusion. The EIR only evaluates the presence of wells on the project
property and has not identified potential supply wells within the project vicinity
that would be influenced by changes in pond recharge and potential enhanced salt
water intrusion. Thus, the effect of the project on local groundwater quality and
impacts to surrounding wells may be significant.
In summary, the EIR does not present or cite any studies that identify surrounding
groundwater conditions and uses, therefore no determination about how the
project may effect an individual well or contribute to the possible cumulative
effects ( e.g., groundwater over-pumping) by other local area wells. In my
opinion, a responsible analysis would include a detailed water budget of pre- and
post-project conditions; inventory or surrounding wells and wells uses;
characterization of existing and historic water levels and aquifer storage volume;
and characterization of groundwater quality and presence/potential for salt water
intrusion.
3. Loss of Flood Water Storage: The following section from the FEMA Flood
Insurance Study (FIS; pages 12-13)) provides a good description about the causes
for flooding in the project area.

All floods of any consequence in the Town of Corte Madera have occurred in
the low areas that have been reclaimedfrom the bay's marsh and tidal lands.
Generally speaking, these reclaimed areas encompass everything in and east
of the Madera Gardens and the lands north of Paradise Drive. These areas
constitute one-half of the present town area.
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Flooding can result from either of two phenomena. The first is from storm
runoff originating within the Town of Corte Madera andflooding low lands
due to inadequate drainage channels and pipes necessary to transport this
water into San Francisco Bay (sheet flooding). The second cause is from high
water in the bay that in turn pushes salt water up into the stream channels and
inundates all lands below the tide level that are not leveed. The elevation of
the water surface in the bay is dependent upon the tide, local runoff, and wind
and wave effects.
The extent offlooding has been further complicated by the fact that some of
the originally reclaimed tidal lands were not filled high enough. The clay
materials in the bay mud are so unstable that land subsidence takes place
over periods of 30 years to 50 years. Thus, certain areas in the Town of Corte
Madera have subsided to elevations that now cannot be drained with the
existing storm drainage system.
Another flood complication is the gradual filling of the tidal lands that served
originally as natural ponding areas. The storm waters that would have
drained to these areas must now proceed down the channels and into the bay,
or to other low lands where ponding can occur.
A significant conclusion stated by FEMA FIS (page 44) is, "The major flooding of
the Town of Corte Madera considered is due to tidal flooding from San Francisco
Bay." Model results from a hydraulic study completed by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USA CE) cited in the FIS, indicates that a flood having a I-percent
annual chance recurrence (100-year flood) interval in Corte Madera Creek will
not create an inundation problem as severe as that created by the estimated 1perence annual chance tide (100-year tide) in San Francisco Bay.
The FEMA FIS also provides a summary of the flood protection measures that
have been developed for the project area. The following section comes from
pages 22-23 of the FIS.
A Marin County ordinance controlling tidal areas states that the first floor of
a structure must be at an elevation of at least 9.69 feet (assumed to be NAVD
88).
In order to control the substantial amount of storm water runofffrom the
steep slopes of Corte Madera Ridge and the impervious surfaces in the
developed areas of town, and to prevent flooding of the lowlands, developers
in the past found it necessary to build a system of lagoons and drainage
canals. Most of the storm water runoff is discharged into Corte Madera Creek
but San Clemente Creek, east of the Redwood Highway, drains a large portion
of the eastern half of the town to San Francisco Bay.
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Foreseeing the needfor additional drainage works to facilitate new
development, the town adopted a comprehensive drainage plan in April 1956.
The plan designates certain areas for the "high level" fill method and other
areas for the "low level" fill method. The developer has the choice of
alternatives on certain other properties. The "high level" method involves
filling low areas to elevations that are high enough to drain properly against
the highest probable tides. The "low level" method involves protection of the
area to be developed by use of levees, so that fills are placed at a much lower
elevation than with the high level method. The low level method also calls for
a holding pond or a lagoon so as to hold storm water during high tide periods
until the water can be discharged into the bay through use ofpumps or
culverts equipped with tide gates.
A comprehensive drainage plan has been in effect in the Town of Corte
Madera. The drainage problems have become much more severe, and areas
built in conformance with the drainage plan recommendations have also
experiencedflood damage. The rapid increase in population and the
accompanying development of housing facilities during this period have
served to accentuate the damage problems.
All drainage ways and channels that carry runoff in the Town of Corte
Madera have been partially or fully modifiedfrom their natural state. These
modifications have been in the form of straightened channels or pipelines.
Each channel originates at the ridge on the southern boundary of the Town of
Corte Madera and traverses northerly so as to empty into Corte Madera
Creek, San Clemente Creek, or San Francisco Bay.
The channels are dry in the summer, except for small quantities of irrigation
return waters. When the winter rains begin, the channels again carry water
during and after each storm. There are no stream gaging stations for the
channels in the Town of Corte Madera.
There are two manmade lagoons in the Madera Gardens area, designated as
Lagoon No. I and Lagoon No. 2. These lagoons were constructed as part of
the Madera Gardens subdivision for the purpose of collecting and holding
storm runoff during high tide periods and then discharging the collected
water into Corte Madera Creek during periods of low tide.

The Inn Pond is part of City's floodwater storage as it is tied directly to Lagoon
No. 1 in Watershed 1. The City lowers levels of Lagoon No. 1 and Inn Pond in
winter to maximize floodwater storage capacity. As affirmed in the FEMA FIS,
the loss of floodwater storage in a flood-prone area located within the 100-year
flood zone (i.e., filling of Inn Pond) would increase the risk of flood hazards. Yet,
the EIR states (page 3-9): "According to a 2005 flood control capacity analysis
[ uncited], the storage capacity of the pond is not necessary for flood control
purposes, even during the worst-case scenario of a I 00-year rainfall event."
5

Arguably any loss of flood storage in an area prone to severe flooding, in this case
more from rising tide waters than rainfall runoff, is certainly an adverse impact.
Taken in combination with the displacement of floodwater storage due to the
placement of project fill to raise the building pads out of the floodplain ("high
level fill"), the project will displace flood water storage to surrounding low-lying
areas. Again, the EIR fails to present any project specific information that
characterize how existing flood storage and drainage patterns will be altered by
the project or project alternatives and quantify the amount of floodwaters
displaced by filling of the pond, raising building foundations and increasing
runoff volume. The findings from these types of analyses are necessary to
determine the magnitude, fate and impact of floodwaters forced onto surrounding
areas by construction of the project.
4. Increase in Stormwater Runoff: The EIR states less than significant impact
associated with the loss of flood storage associated with the filling of the Inn Pond
because there is no increase in peak stormwater discharge from the site. A
decrease in discharge rate alleviates an increased risk of erosion potential.
However, I assume that due to the increase in impervious surface area,
particularly under the Proposed Project and Alternative 3, which eliminate the
pond, there will be a net increase in the TOTAL volume of water running off the
site during any given storm. The rate (discharge) at which water runs off won't
be higher, but, the EIR does not quantify/present ifthere will be an INCREASE in
the total volume of water that runs off the site during any given storm. This
increase in runoff VOLUME would increase the flood potential in this low-lying
area, because the water has nowhere to go except other surrounding low lands
( due to high tides and existing propensity for flooding). The main point here is
that the rate of runoff doesn't really matter - it is the net change in total storm
runoff VOLUME that will lead to increased flooding potential. An increase in
total runoff volume further compounds the risk of flooding when considered in
combination with the loss of flood storage from filling the Inn Pond and
displacement of flood storage from importing and placing fill to raise site grades
out of the current flood zone.
The EIR does not present an analysis of how the total volume of runoff from the
project will change (likely increase) due to increased impervious surface area.
Such an analysis includes modeling or analytical solutions that quantify and
account for how rainfall-runoff changes between pre- and post-project conditions.
This type of analysis must have been started, if not completed, in order to quantify
the change in peak discharge rates from the site, as cited in the EIR and discussed
above. Yet, the EIR does not present data or analytical results on changes in
flooding volume on-site or displaced from the site. Therefore the EIR does not
contain sufficient information on changes in flood conditions to inform a
conclusion of no significant impact.
5. Lack of Project Drainage Plan: The EIR does not answer or address how existing
or increased drainage will be directed away from the site once the project is
6

constructed, including filling the Inn Pond, placing fill within an existing flood
zone and generating increased runoff volumes from increased impervious
surfaces. Without the storage associated with the Inn Pond or other site areas
currently in the designated floodplain, will runoff from the project be able to flow
to Lagoon #1? Where will project runoff be directed/displaced - west towards
Lagoon # 1 or east under Hwy 101? I would assume the pond provides some
retention and storage such that it reduces the potential for flooding of Hwy 101
and surrounding properties. How will the project affect the flood hazard to Hwy
101 or other surrounding low-lying areas? The EIR does not provide an adequate
project description (drainage plan) to evaluate these potential impacts to flooding.
6. Impacts of Sea Level Rise: The disparity between the severity of creek and tidal
flooding in the project area will only increase with future sea-level rise (SLR).
Rising sea level will translate to higher water levels in San Francisco Bay and
increased flood hazard risk from tidal flooding. The EIR presents a reasonable
description of estimated sea level rise rates and conclusion that additional
measures may be required in the project vicinity to address increasing flooding
hazards in the future.
However, the EIR does not include any studies that quantify potential flood
conditions or descriptions of how the project will mitigate for: a) increased runoff
volume, b) decreased on-site retention (filling of Inn Pond), and c) construction of
storm drainage facilities that will reduce or alleviate flood hazard conditions, for
either current or future SLR hydro logic conditions. Thus, the EIR has not
complied with local City policies and ordinances (esp. City Policies F-2.1, F-2.2,
F-3.2, and F-4.3) specific to conducting flood studies or project planning that
demonstrate the project will not increase flood hazards on the site or within the
vicinity surrounding the project site. Nor does the EIR adequately address
through study or mitigation the recognized and admitted increase in flood hazard
due to sea level rise. Instead, the EIR implies that such measures may be deferred
to the future.
7. Potential Impact on Surface Water Quality: The Inn Pond likely provides the opportunity
for settling of sediment from turbid flood waters. The EIR does not address or answer
how the loss of this water quality benefit (by filling of the Inn Pond) could adversely
impact adjacent water bodies, esp. SF Bay and Corte Madera Creek, by allowing higher
concentrations of suspended sediment (and organic urban contaminants that commonly
adhere to fine sediment) to remain in local waterways that discharge to SF Bay.
8. Inadequate Mitigation Measures: The stated mitigation measure HYDR0-2
proposes to mitigate flood hazard by submitting verification that the project
design complies with Corte Madera Municipal Code Chapter 16.10 and ensuring
that all finished floor grades are at least 1 foot above the 100-year Base Flood
Elevation (BFE). Currently, the project site grades are between 5- and 8-feet in
elevation and lie within the FEMA flood zone. Proposed finish floor grades for
the proposed project will be at 11-feet in elevation or 1 foot above the FEMA
7

base flood elevation of 10-feet. This will require importing and placing 14,600
cubic yards ( cy) of earthen fill to raise finished floor grades out of the flood zone.
Approximately 9,700 cy of fill material will be needed to fill the on-site pond.
As described above, the EIR does not present sufficient hydrologic study results
or drainage plans that demonstrate that the project will not adversely impact flood
hazards or mitigate for potential impacts. To state that the EIR will comply with
these requirements in the future defers any potential mitigation that should be
presented and evaluated in the EIR.
Without more detailed description of project fill and drainage plans, mitigation
HYDR0-2 (raising finished floor elevations) could logically generate a potential
adverse impact in-itself. Presumably, by raising the elevation of existing site
grades out of the BFE, these areas will need to be filled or constructed in a way
that displaces existing floodwaters. These displaced flood waters need to go
somewhere, and most likely will be displaced to adjacent low-lying areas,
increasing the flood hazard in those areas. Thus, the EIR should be considered
inadequate as it has not adequately characterized and quantified potential flood
impacts, defers mitigation for these potential impacts, and proposes a mitigation
measure that could exacerbate flooding in on-site and surrounding low-lying
areas. As discussed above, the EIR has not demonstrated that other potential
adverse impacts to water resources and flooding have been avoided either,
including:
•
•
•

Substantial interference with groundwater recharge that may lead to
declines in water levels, storage volume and groundwater quality impacts;
Altered drainage patterns that increase the amount of surface runoff that
could result in flooding on- or off-site; and
Exposing people or structures to increased risk of flooding as a result of
the project.

9. State Lands Commission Jurisdiction: The Inn Pond is historic Baylands and
currently connected to tidal action from San Francisco Bay via Shorebird Marsh.
Based on our experience in working on restoration and flood control projects
around San Francisco Bay, I suspect that the project site falls under jurisdiction of
the State Lands Commission. I did not see any mention of this in the "Regulatory
Framework" section of the EIR.
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Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding the material and conclusions
contained in this letter report.
Sincerely,

� I.�,-·---

Greg Kamman, PG, CHG
Principal Hydrologist
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February 9, 2016

415.663.8203
fax: 415.663.1112
www.egret.org

Adam Wolff, Director of Planning
Town of Corte Madera Company
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
RE: Proposal by Reneson Hotels, Inc., for reconstruction of the Best Western Corte Madera Inn
Dear Mr. Wolff,
ACR owns and manages a system of wildlife sanctuaries in Marin and Sonoma counties. Since the early
1970's, we have conducted scientific research, stewardship of natural areas, and education activities to
help ensure the long-term protection of San Francisco Bay area wetlands. We have published
numerous scientific articles on the ecology and conservation of herons and egrets
(www.egret.org/scientific_contributions), including an annotated atlas of heron and egret nesting
colonies in the San Francisco Bay area (Kelly et al. 2006; www.egret.org/atlas).
We are very concerned that the proposed filling and development of the wetland pond area behind the
Best Western Corte Madera Inn would destroy a valuable wetland habitat area occupied by a roosting
colony of Black-crowned Night-Herons. This species is one of the resident species of colonially nesting
herons that depends on the protection of remnant wetlands surrounding the San Francisco Bay, such as
the wetland area considered in this proposal. Annual results from the Southern Marin County Christmas
Bird Count confirm that the roost site at the proposed development site is actively used by this species.
Numerous scientific investigators have demonstrated that this species is an indicator of healthy wetlands
(Hothem et al. 2010), and that protecting populations of such species aides effective management of
these important habitats. In addition, please consider these concerns regarding the importance of
protecting this wetland roosting site:
•

Communal roosting sites provide important functions needed by herons, including enhanced
foraging access and efficiency, thermoregulatory benefits, and reduction of predation risk
(Beauchamp 1999).

•

Wetland habitat in the San Francisco Bay Area is regionally and globally important for several
species of wading birds-including Black-Crowned Night-Heron (Mikuska et al. 1998, Kelly et al.
2007).

•

Although the loss of a single roost site is unlikely to have an acute negative impact on local or
regional Black-Crowned Night-Heron abundances, the protection of individual sites such as this one
contributes to a valuable variety of habitat alternatives needed to ensure the persistence of these
Martin Griffin Preserve

Bouverie Preserve

Cypress Grove Research Center

Modini Mayacamas Preserves

cypress grove research center

birds in the region. Together, the protection of individual roosting sites allows birds to adjust to
varying levels of predation pressure and disturbance, unpredictable changes in weather, and
increasing water levels associated local flooding and sea level rise. Therefore, the loss of any active
Black-crowned Night-Heron roost represents the incremental loss of valuable habitat that may
contribute to cumulative impacts over more extensive areas of the San Francisco Bay area.
•

To our knowledge, the scientific literature on herons or egrets does not provide any evidence that
can substantiate an effort to successfully translocate a roosting site or, similarly, that can justify
appropriate mitigation for the loss of a roosting site.

We urge you require full protection of the valuable wetland habitat and pond area used by Blackcrowned Night-Herons behind the Best Western Corte Madera Inn. Thank you for considering this
comment.
Sincerely,

John P. Kelly, PhD
Director of Conservation Science

Scott Jennings
Avian Ecologist
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Dear Adam Wolff, Planning Commissioners, Mayor Bailey and Town Council,
Not a day goes by that we don't appreciate what a wonderful community we have in Corte
Madera. We are so fortunate to have such a beautiful town, public-spirited residents, a vibrant
business community, and thoughtful and wise Town leaders, all sharing the same goal of making
and keeping our community a reflection of our values and a good place to live and work.
In the interest of retaining a vital element of our town's business community, the Corte Madera
Chamber of Commerce would like to urge you to support the Corte Madera Inn rebuild project.
We are concerned that it has been two years since the owners of the Corte Madera Inn
submitted their application to replace the old Best Western with a new, 180 room dual-branded
hotel, yet the plan review process doesn't seem to be moving forward. We believe that our entire
community appreciates having this hotel in our town, and values all of the benefits that we derive
from it
We would like to point out the many benefits that the Corte Madera Inn brings to the Town. The
hotel currently generates $490,000 annually to the Town in TOT {transient occupancy tax)
revenue, the majority of which goes directly to the Town's general fund and is used to support
Town Services. The proposed rebuild project is estimated to generate $750,000 in TOT each
year, which would be a significantly increased benefit to the Town. For every dollar spent at the
hotel, the typical guest spends a minimum of $1.25 in the local community. Much of this is spent
at the surrounding businesses including Town Center, The Village and the Marketplace. The
loss of a hotel will have a huge impact on the local businesses that hotel guests patronize.
Two percent of the TOT goes directly to the Corte Madera Chamber of Commerce, which is
responsible for putting on the 4t11 of July Parade and Festival, incurring the expenses for this
popular annual event The hotel also is the only other space available in town besides the
Community room to host catered dinners, lunches and conferences. With the Community
Center usually booked for classes and events, the community will be forced to go to the
surrounding areas.
The longtime owners have presented convincing evidence that a half-century of use has resulted
in the Corte Madera Inn becoming worn and outdated. It no longer meets the current design
standards of a quality hotel. A good hotel is an amenity every community wants to have, and this
location adjacent to highway access ramps and a major shopping center is ideal for a hotel.
There are still some issues with the project we feel can be resolved with some thoughtful dialog
and direction.

Western Securities Int 't

Julie Kritzberger
Executive Direaor

As a community, we need to work together to make this project work for all of us. It is entirely
likely that if a viable hotel project is not approved, that the owners of the Best Western will sell
the land to a developer, leaving the Town without the services and amenities that a quality hotel
brings to a community. Should this happen, it will be a tremendous loss to our town.

129 Corte Madera Town Center, Corte Madera, CA 94925
PHONE: 415-924-0441

Fax: 413-924-1839

Julie Kritzberger, Director

We ask that the Planning Commission & Planning Department give its full attention to this matter, and we
encourage Commissioners to engage in a meaningful dialogue with community residents so that Corte
Madera can get over the hurdles that are keeping us from moving this beneficial project forward.
If you would like to discuss this further. please contact me anytime at the office 415-924-0441 or cell 415-

302-0201.
Thank you,
Julie Kritzberger

Peter R. Baye, Ph.D.
Coastal Ecologist, Botanist
33660 Annapolis Road
Annapolis, California 95412
baye@earthlink.net

(415) 310-5109

MEMORANDUM
To: Community Venture Partners (attn.: Bob Silvestri) 73 Surrey Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941 http://www.communityyenturepartners.org
Date: February 15, 2016
SUBJECT: Review of Corte Madera Inn Final Environmental Impact Report: wetlands, wildlife, and
aquatic habitat impacts
I reviewed Appendix H (biological data) and DEIR Section 4.3 (Biological Resources) regarding
wetlands and aquatic habitats at the proposed project site. My findings regarding potential significant
impacts and mitigation are summarized here, and discussed below.
Summary: The Corte Madera Inn "pond" habitat complex consists of three distinct elements that
together support a persistent, important roost site of black-crowned night herons, contiguous with
to foraging (feeding) habitat for black-crowned night herons and other wading birds. The Corte
Madera Inn pond habitat complex comprises:
(a) riparian upland non-native trees bordering the pond and fringing wetlands;
(b) submerged perennial aquatic vegetation beds (SAV, or "vegetated shallows" wigeongrass, Ruppia maritima) extending across the brackish pond bed , influenced
byseasonably variable salinity (brackish to fresh-brackish salinity range);
(c) perennial fringing brackish marsh composed of extensive to patchy saltgrass (Distichlis
spicata) and alkali-bulrush (Bolboschoenus maritim11s) wetland zones above the permanently
submerged aquatic vegetation zone (Ruppia maritima).
Both the SAV beds and the fringing brackish marsh are jurisdictional waters of the United States
and both qualify as jurisdictional "Special Aquatic Sites" subject to regulations of the Clean Water
Act Section 404(b)(1): vegetated shallows (40 CFR §230.43), occupying most of the pond area, and
wetlands (40 CFR §230.41). The types, status, and ecological functions of these jurisdictional waters
are incorrectly and incompletely described in the DEIR., which erroneously identifies them as mere
"other waters". The DEIR omits analysis of potentially significant impacts to the important special
aquatic site resources of SAV beds, which it incorrectly identifies as (nuisance) "algal blooms".
The entire pond (SAV beds and lower marsh zones) provide perennial aquatic habitat for small fish
that are the important aquatic prey base for wading birds (egrets and herons), which access fish at
their shallow (wading depth) margins. The habitat structure and functions of adjacent perennial
aquatic vegetated shallows and terrestrial/ riparian roosting (tree) could not be mitigated by an offsite fresh-brackish seasonal non-tidal wetland mitigation bank, since (a) seasonal wetlands lack perennial
shallow water fish habitat necessary for a rich prey base for egrets and herons, and (b) large tree or
shrub roost habitat suitable for egrets or herons cannot practically be established in fresh-brackish
seasonal wetland soils in diked baylands. Even if adequate off-site compensatory mitigation habitat
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were successfully established in San Pablo Bay, it would not provide mitigation for loss of sitefaithful heron roosts in the San Rafael Bay area wetlands. The loss of the Corte Madera Inn pond
would be a potentially significant impact to an integrated aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitat
complex, and wetland-dependent wildlife. This impact is not mitigated by a seasonal non-tidal
wetland mitigation bank, regardless of the acreage ratio or credits transferred.
1. Wetlands and other special aquatic sites. The "biotic resources assessment" dated October
2013 claims that the pond at Corte Madera Inn is a "water of the United States but not a wetland".
This conclusion is inconsistent with previous evidence provided by Wetlands and Water Resources
(2005) and previous biological assessments they cite, indicating that pond wetland-aquatic vegetation
zonation includes two federal Clean Water Act jurisdictional habitats that qualify as "special aquatic
sites":
(a) A vegetated wetland zone (40 CFR § 230.41.) composed of discrete patches of alkalibulrush fringing low brackish marsh (Bolboschoemts maritimus in current taxonomic treatments;
synonymous with obsolete names Sci,pus maritimus, S. robustus (misapplied), and Schoenoplectus
maritimus) and more extensively distributed saltgrass high brackish marsh (Distichlis spicata).
40 CFR § 230.41.

(b) A submerged aquatic vegetation bed (vegetated shallows; 40 CFR §230.41). The
aquatic vegetation was tentatively identified by WWR in 2005 as a linear-leaved pondweed
species (Potamogeton sp.), but it is most likely salt-tolerant wigeongrass (Rlrppia maritima), or
possibly brackish-tolerant sago pondweed (Stuckenia pectinata) or variable mixtures of both
that fluctuate with salinity. Page 7 of the DEIR shows a summer photograph of the pond
described as "algae on the surface". This algal mat pattern is typical oflate summer growth
of shallow-submersed leaves and stems of llitppia maritima that support filamentous green
algae in warm summer months. Rlrppia holds the attached algal mat in place and restricts
wind-stress current transport of free-floating algae. Otherwise, a free-floating algal mat
would be transported by wind-stress currents to the shoreline. When llitppia canopies die and
degrade, floating algae tend to sink or beach along the shore. Rlrppia colonies are frequently
mistaken for "algae" by casual observers or inexperienced field biologists.
Both "wetlands" and "vegetated shallows" are Special Aquatic Sites, with equal special status under
the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) guidelines, and they are not generic "other waters" of the
United States, which lack special regulatory policies for impact assessment, mitigation, and
alternatives analysis. The DEIR and Biotic Assessment (appendix H) misidentify the pond as mere
"other waters". The Biotic Assessment fails to identify or assess impacts to these special aquatic sites
regulated under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. WWR (2005) concluded that the previous
Section 404 delineation performed by Zentner and Zentner failed to mention the presence of
saltgrass (a native wetland grass species indicator of saline wetlands), which has dominated much of
the Pond's lower banks since biological investigations at the site were initiated in the late 1980s.
WWR stated that "Saltgrass is not mentioned in either the delineation's text or data sheets, despite
the fact that one of the delineation's maps displays a thick, dashed line around the perimeter of the
Pond labeled "SALTGRASS". The map WWR cited was based almost entirely on a map produced
by Wes tern Ecological Services Company (WESCO) in 1989. WWR noted that WESCO stated in
even back in 1989 that saltgrass "is able to dominate the lower banks of the pond", a condition that
persisted to 2005 despite omission by Zentner and Zentner. The DEIR (page 4.3-2) states that this
fringe contains pickleweed, another salt marsh wetland indicator plant when it is dominant to co2
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dominant along a pond edge. The current (2013) Zenter and Zentner wetland delineation cited in
the Biotic Assessment (Appendix H, DEIR) on page 8 describes the presence of saltgrass growing
along the water's edge. This fringe of wetland plants along the "water's edge" meets EPA/ Corps
criteria for wetlands. Indeed, Appendix H states explicitly that wetland vegetation occurs at the pond
(page 9), as a "scattered fringe" or "thin fringe". This is also indicated on the wetland delineation
figure, which does not account for the claimed lack of jurisdictional wetlands despite reference to
map legend of "scattered wetland vegetation". There is no wetland regulatory exemption or
definition for "scattered". Thinness or discontinuity of wetland do not eliminate either wetland
status or jurisdictional status under current or all past Corps of Engineers/EPA wetland delineation
criteria. No quantitative data on extent or distribution of this wetland vegetation is given by
Appendix H. Appendix H also fails to discuss previous observations of saltgrass and alkali-bulrush
marsh, and fails to discuss its present condition or why it would not be a "wetland", jurisdictional or
otherwise.
The DEIR (p. 4.3-6) describes sensitive natural communities as "natural community types
considered by the CDFW to have a high inventory priority because of their rarity and vulnerability
to disturbance and loss." However, the DEIR goes on to state that "[n]o sensitive natural
community types are present on the site. This is another example of the erroneous and misleading
characterization of the sensitive, special-status (Special Aquatic Site) submerged aquatic
vegetation/vegetated shallows and fringing wetlands of the pond habitat complex.

This inconsistent and incoherent information regarding wetlands habitat at the project site precludes
the public from understanding the correct magnitude, context, type and intensity of impacts to
aquatic, wetland, and riparian habitats. The failure to correctly identify the type of jurisdictional
wetland and aquatic habitats, and their distinctive ecological functions, precludes meaningful public
comments on the adequacy of compensatory mitigation in seasonal wetland mitigation banks (see 2,
below).
The repeated omission of both saltgrass marsh and alkali-bulrush marsh from the 2013 wetland
jurisdictional delineation and biotic assessment is not consistent with the evidence that stable,
persistent, fringing brackish marsh exists at the project site. Fringing marshes may be temporarily
unobservable during high water pond stands in winter when above-ground marsh vegetation is
submerged or senesced or both. The EIR preparer and lead agency should verify the extent of
submerged aquatic vegetation (vegetated shallows) when they may be observable from about April
to August. Similarly the EIR preparer and lead agency should verify the extent of saltgrass and alkalibulrush marsh (wetlands). Omission of these special aquatic sites would likely result in failure to
assess potentially significant unmitigated impacts. DEIR lacks any analysis of the impacts of filling
and destroying the pond's special aquatic sites (vegetated shallows and wetlands).
2. Wetland and vegetated shallows wildlife habitat mitigation. Compensatory mitigation of
these aquatic and wetland habitats at remote mitigation banks would not compensate for settingspecific impacts to sensitive or special-status wildlife species. Submerged aquatic vegetation beds and
wetlands provide important foraging habitat for locally roosting black-crowned night herons, as
well as other wading birds that visit the pond to forage. As regional heron and egret experts John
Kelly and Scott Jennings noted (2016), the energetic efficiency of foraging at a food-rich site, with
thermal protection of a tree canopy roost adjacent to foraging habitat, is an important ecological
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function for heron conservation. Black crowned night herons have recurrently roosted in the trees
bordering the pond for over a decade. WWR observed 20 black-crowned night herons roosting or
foraging at the pond in fall 2005, and this species is site-faithful (re-occupying preferred locations for
roosts) .. Roosting reportedly occurs in apparently non-native riparian vegetation (ornamental trees)
along the pond edge (WWR 2005).
I agree with heron experts John Kelly and Scott Jennings of Audubon Canyon Ranch, who identify
the important value of the wetlands/aquatic habitat at Corte Madera pond for the active roosting
colony of Black-crowned night herons. The conservation significance of this individual colony, as
they explained, inheres in its role as a component of a complex of roost sites that enables the larger
population to respond to ecological variability in predation, food availability, or disturbances. I agree
with their expert opinion that the destruction of this long-established roost site would constitute a
significant long-term cumulative (incremental) impact to the regional population, even if the "acute"
( direct, short-term) impact of its destruction was not detected. The distinction between short-term
direct impacts versus long-term cumulative impacts is relevant here.
The Appendix H states only that black-crowned night herons do not nest at the site, but it fails to
disclose that they roost and feed there, and have done so for over a decade. This is misleading,
because the DEIR's omission of ecologically important heron roosting, and its exclusive emphasis
on lack of heron nesting suggests that there are no potential significant impacts to herons if there are
no nests. This is not a reasonable or biologically justifiable threshold of significance in a CEQA
context. The long-term presence of a heron roost next to a stable, productive perennial aquatic
foraging habitat (pond SAV and wetland) is a biologically significant resource, and its destruction
would be a threshold for significant impacts in eastern Marin County, where heron roost sites, and
potentially suitable roost sites, are scarce ..
Appendix H fails to provide the DEIR with any basis for assessing potentially significant impacts to
the pond foraging habitat (vegetated shallows and wetlands within wading depth of egrets). The
regional distribution of black-crowned night heron roosting and foraging habitats, and the relative
importance or size of the site's roost (significance) is not assessed. The DEIR is completely deficient
in assessment of impacts to black-crowned night herons and their habitat.
My understanding is that the project proposes to mitigate the loss of the pond and habitat through
the purchase of credits at the Burdell Ranch Wetland Conservation Bank, an existing 82 acre
wetland located 17 miles north of the project area. In my opinion, money towards restoration work
at the Burdell Ranch wetland does not adequately compensate for the elimination of the wetlands at
the project site. The Burdell Ranch mitigation bank is a non-tidal "freshwater" (in fact,
predominantly fresh-brackish) seasonal wetland complex that necessarily lacks large trees or tall
canopy shrubs suitable for heron roosts, because large trees and shrubs cannot grow in freshbrackish (slightly saline) wetland soils of diked baylands. The Burdell Ranch wetlands are seasonal
wetlands that necessarily lack perennial "vegetated shallows" (submerged aquatic vegetation) or
other extensive, perennial shallow aquatic habitats providing year-round rich prey base for herons
and egrets. The Burdell wetlands are "seasonal" wetlands because of habitat management objective
requirements of the Burdell Mitigation Bank Memorandum of Agreement among state and federal
resource agencies (MOA, p. 12). The description of the mitigation bank at its website
(www.burdellranch.com) identifies its suitability for mitigation of wetlands, but not submerged
aquatic vegetation/vegetated shallows.
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The Burdell Ranch mitigation bank cannot provide either the type (vegetated shallows) or wildlife
habitat functions (year-round adjacent heron roost habitat and foraging habitat) of the Corte Madera
Inn pond. Moreover, it is located in San Pablo Bay, which implies a disadvantageous, long
energetically costly flight distance between potential heron foraging and roost sites (Kelly et al. 2007),
compared with the integrated habitats of the project site (Kelly and Jennings 2016). Finally,
mitigating heron habitat or populations in San Pablo Bay would not offset the local decline in heron
habitat in Corte Madera or San Rafael Bay vicinity wetlands.
Regarding the potential water quality of the pond, I agree with WWR's conclusion that conclusion
that hypoxia and hydrogen sulfide emissions (likely to occur in summer stratified pond conditions
with warm temperatures and brackish organic bottom sediments) would be highly feasible to correct
with simple measures to enhance DO, such as very few bubblers that create weak vertical currents
(mixing, overcoming stratification) and provide dissolved oxygen throughout the water column. This
simple water quality enhancement potential should be considered in assessment of pond impacts
and alternatives.

3. Conclusions. The DEIR findings regarding wetlands and wetland jurisdiction are based on
conflicting, inconsistent evidence. The DEIR appears to omit all disclosure and impact analysis of
perennial submerged aquatic habitat beds (vegetated shallows) The DEIR premise that no
jurisdictional wetlands or other wetlands are present is not credible, since all information sources
identify the presence of wetland vegetation in shallow aquatic habitat. Finally, the off-site
compensatory mitigation approach for wetlands and aquatic habitats would likely result in
unmitigated significant impacts due to the loss of the full integrated pond habitat complex
supporting site-faithful foraging and roosting black-crowned night herons.
My conclusions are based on my professional experience as senior staff biologist at the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (San Francisco District), and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, where I was
responsible for wetland jurisdictional delineations and their review, wetland impact assessments,
wetland restoration plans and mitigation plans, and joint NEPA/CEQA impact assessments,
including EIR/EIS document management. I have over 36 years professional experience in
management, restoration of coastal habitats, with specialization in wetlands and other shoreline
habitats.
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Stephens, Monty <Monty.Stephens@colliers.com>
Tuesday, February 16, 2016 11:38 AM
Adam Wolff
Phil Boyle
Corte Madera Inn at TCCM
Corte Madera Inn Rebuild Project- Letter.pdf

Hi Adam,
Please find attached a letter of support for the Corte Madera Inn project. I feel this is a good project for the town and
the community.
Regards,

Monty Stephens

General Manager I Town Center Corte Madera

Main +1415924 2961

Fax +1 415.924. 7062
Monty.Stephens@colliers.com

Colliers International
100 Corte Madera Town Center I Corte Madera, CA 94925
www .colliers.com

•
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Town Center Corte Madera
100 Cone Madera Town Center
Corte Madera. CA 94925
colliers.com

I.INN
FAX

+1 415 924 2961
+1 415 924 7062

,
·
r
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r,:�olliers

·:INTERNATIONAL
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February 12, 2016

Adam Wolff
Director, Planning and Building
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Dr.
Corte Madera, CA 94925

RE: Corte Madera Inn Rebuild Project

Dear Adam Wolff, Corte Madera Town Council and Planning Commission,

On behalf of Town Center Corte Madera we would like to extend our support for the Corte Madera Inn
rebuild project. The Corte Madera Inn has been an integral part of the community for over 40 years and
the shopping center and hotel have always worked together for the betterment of the community.
For many years the hotel has brought thousands of visitors to Town Center. These visitors frequent our
local shops and restaurants and have crucial role in the livelihood of our businesses. Tourism plays an
integral role in the economics of the Town and the surrounding businesses. Additionally, for several
years we have worked with the hotel in giving all guests a coupon book with discounts to our businesses
which helps keep the tourism dollars local.
We believe the new hotel will bring a quality image that is indicative of our community and since it is
located at the same entrance as Town Center we welcome this positive change. We encourage the
Town of Corte Madera to approve this project and believe that businesses, residents, visitors and the
community will all benefit from this project.

Sincerely,
Colliers International

Mon�
General Manager

Copyright © 2015 Colliers lnlernalional. Information herein has been oblained from sources deemed reliable, however its accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. The user is required to conduct their own due diligence and verification.
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MILL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 94942

February 18, 2016
Planning Commission
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
Email: awolff@tcmmail.org
ATT: Adam Wolf

RE: Corte Madera Inn Rebuild Proiect
Dear Planning Commissioners:
Marin Baylands Advocates urges the Town of Corte Madera to require the pond to be protected and
enhanced as part of any development approvals issued for the Corte Madera Inn property. The property
owner already has use of the property and rebuilding the current inn is completely feasible without filling or
adversely impacting the pond habitat.
As you know, the Corte Madera Inn Pond is a remnant of a slough in tidal marsh that once extended to the
College of Marin. The pond provides, and would provide many more, beneficial services if retained and
enhanced. The pond:
•
•
•
•

Is habitat for many species of water birds and shorebirds. The black-crowned heron roost is of
particular importance.
Is valued by many in the community as reflected in the emails, letters, and public testimony.
Could be an amenity for the inn and a source of enjoyment for its residents.
Would fill an important need for the Town in the future as a ponding basin for flood waters. As
Bay waters continue to rise, bringing increased periodic flooding to low-lying properties such as the
area where the inn is located, there is likely to be increasing need for retention basins.

For the above reasons, Marin Baylands Advocates supports retention of the pond and urges the Town to
ensure its protection. Marin Baylands Advocates is a 25 year old organization whose mission is to protect
and restore historic baylands of San Francisco Bay.
Thank you for favorably considering our recommendation and ensuring this pond is not lost to the
community and wildlife.

Q0.,, " -T�ovvi c:u)j

Ann Thomas
For MBA

Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

dorseymct@comcast.net
Monday, February 22, 2016 6:27 AM
Adam Wolff
Mariott

Adam,
I have been negligent in registering in a timely manner my comments re the Marriott development,
but I do so now with the hope that my comments may be considered.
Any large commercial development that borders upon a WinCup disaster will place our town a step further into becoming a
metropolis. The proposed size of the Marriott Hotel is still too large. Whatever sentiment the town feels towards the long-time
owners, this development will strip from the Town of Corte Madera its small-town quality and charm, outweighing the wish to
accommodate the Grialou family.
Dorsey Mc Taggart, Corte Madera
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Linda Sisler <lulinadal@icloud.com>
Monday, February 22, 2016 7:54 AM
Adam Wolff
Marriott request

Please do not increase the density for the hotel on tamal vista. The win cup project took up any density for the
foreseeable future! No more!
Sent from my iPad
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

joanne miller <jmlr34@comcast.net>
Monday, February 22, 2016 4:30 PM
Adam Wolff
Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn

Again? You're planning to run roughshod over the wishes of local residents to build another
monstrosity like Wincup?
Marriott Hotel's offer is most lucrative for the property owner and takes no consideration of
those who live in the area, and who have to deal with the traffic. Please be reminded that
maximizing financial benefits to an individual developer is not a legitimate argument for
approval under CEQA nor is it an equitable rationale for amending the Town's General Plan.
The greed and kowtowing to special concerns of the planning commission continues to astonish
me. I only wish that you and your family traveled on Tamai Vista Blvd. every day. I invite you to
sit in traffic with us ....
Joanne Miller
Kentfield
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

David Peterson <dpeterson307@aol.com>
Wednesday, February 24, 2016 11:55 AM
Adam Wolff
nciampi@yahoo.com; dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com; Fred@GrangeBox.Com;
Barbara@simprop.com
Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn

I am the owner of the 400 Tamai Plaza Building in Corte Madera. I would like to comment of the proposed redevelopment
of the Corte Madera Inn.
It was my understanding that there is a moratorium in effect on Tamai Vista Blvd. There is some confusion as to when
their application was submitted as complete. However, in any case, I fell strongly that any expansion of the Inn should not
take place until all the effects of the Tam Ridge Apartments are know and can be measured.
In recent years, the ingress and egress to Tamai Plaza has been drastically reduced due to changes in legal turns on and
off of Tamai Vista Blvd. The southern entrance can no longer be accessed by traffic traveling north on Tamai Vista Blvd.
and cars leaving Tamai Plaza can not access Wornum Drive. This results in greatly increased traffic entering and leaving
the Tamai Plaza complex via the northern entrance. Our northern entrance is directly across from what will, no doubt,
become the most heavily used access to the still unoccupied Tam Ridge Apartments.
I regularly travel to Tamai Plaza from Sir Francis Drake Blvd. Often traffic backs up well onto Hwy. 101 from Tamai Vista
Blvd. - even without the Tam Ridge being occupied. It is very difficult to make a left turn out of our north exit, which as I
have noted is directly across from the main exit for the apartments, surely making it more difficult in the future. Now
adding to this the additional traffic, no matter how small, resulting from any increase in the number of rooms at the Inn, I
feel would be untenable. At a minimum, there is a need to add a "Keep Clear" space on Tamai Vista Blvd. at our north
entrance and the exit from Tam Ridge.
I also feel that the pond should be maintained and improved as part of our obligation to not further erode the Bay
Wetlands and wild life habitat. Further the proposed mass and height of the proposed Redevelopment of the Inn is not in
keeping with the Towns Zoning or, for that matter, the Towns character.
Please give full consideration to these comments when making decisions and recommendations regarding the
redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn.
David Peterson
dpeterson307@aol.com
(415) 596-7124 Cell
PO Box 1445
Ross, CA 94957
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

David Giannini <dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com>
Wednesday, February 24, 2016 3:23 PM
David Peterson; Adam Wolff
nciampi@yahoo.com; Fred@GrangeBox.Com; Barbara@simprop.com
RE: Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn

DavidP:
Thanks for taking the lead on this - I also have been alarmed by the recent traffic increase on Tamal Vista Blvd. And, as
you point out, the Tam Ridge Apartments have not yet been occupied! What happens when they start to rent Tam Ridge?
It will become everybody's increased congestion.
Regrettably, the Town of Corte Madera will never return to the delightful & peaceful place to live - it will just become
another congested city. If you like crowded streets, why not just live in SF - at least there you get some culture thrown
in!
Best to you,
VTY,DTG
David T. Giannini
For 500 Tamal Plaza, CM, CA
The NINE FORTY FIVE MARKET Corp
Studio Legale
PO Box 2797
Sausalito, CA 94966-2797
Tel: (415) 331-5600
Fax: (415) 331-5698
dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com
No trees were destroyed in sending this message, although quite a few electrons were inconvenienced.

This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by return e-mail and destroy all
copies of the original message.

From: David Peterson [mailto:dpeterson307@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 11:55 AM
To: awolff@tcmmail.org
Cc: nciampi@yahoo.com; David Giannini; Fred@GrangeBox.Com; Barbara@simprop.com
Subject: Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn
I am the owner of the 400 Tamai Plaza Building in Corte Madera. I would like to comment of the proposed redevelopment
of the Corte Madera Inn.
It was my understanding that there is a moratorium in effect on Tamai Vista Blvd. There is some confusion as to when
their application was submitted as complete. However, in any case, I fell strongly that any expansion of the Inn should not
take place until all the effects of the Tam Ridge Apartments are know and can be measured.
In recent years, the ingress and egress to Tamai Plaza has been drastically reduced due to changes in legal turns on and
off of Tamai Vista Blvd. The southern entrance can no longer be accessed by traffic traveling north on Tamai Vista Blvd.
and cars leaving Tamai Plaza can not access Wornum Drive. This results in greatly increased traffic entering and leaving
the Tamai Plaza complex via the northern entrance. Our northern entrance is directly across from what will, no doubt,
become the most heavily used access to the still unoccupied Tam Ridge Apartments.
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Adam Wolff
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Norman Ciampi <nciampi@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, February 24, 2016 3:54 PM
Adam Wolff; 'David Peterson'
dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com; Fred@GrangeBox.Com; Barbara@simprop.com
RE: Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn

Hello Adam:
I own the office building at 300 Tamai Plaza which is across the street the Tam Ridge apartment building. I
have a suite which I have just leased. It was vacant for 15 months. The complaint from the prospective tenants
who viewed the space was traffic and the Tam Ridge apartment building impact on traffic and parking. We had
a lot of walk th roughs. Approximately 3 per month on average. One prospective tenant attempted to leave the
building about 4pm and complained that it took him 45 minutes to reach Highway 101. Others had difficulty
just getting to the building.
Traffic is a major concern for all of my tenants and for me the owner of the building.
Norman Ciampi

From: Adam Wolff [mailto:awolff@tcmmail.org]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 1:43 PM
To: David Peterson <dpeterson307@aol.com>
Cc: nciampi@yahoo.com; dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com; Fred@GrangeBox.Com; Barbara@simprop.com
Subject: RE: Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn

Thanks for your comments David. I will make sure the Planning Commission receives this prior to their next public
hearing on this item.
Adam

ADAM WOLFF, AICP
Director, Planning and Building
Town of Corte Madera
415.927.5059
awolff@tcmmail.org

From: David Peterson [mailto:dpeterson307@aol.com]

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 11:55 AM

To: Adam Wolff
Cc: nciampi@yahoo.com; dtgiannini@gianninilaw.com; Fred@GrangeBox.Com; Barbara@simprop.com
Subject: Redevelopment of the Corte Madera Inn
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Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

February 25, 2016
Adam Wolff, Planning and Building Director
Town of Corte Madera Planning Department
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925-1418
Re: Comments to the Corte Madera Planning Commission on the Redevelopment of the Corte
Madera Inn
DearM. Wolff:
The Corte Madera Planning Commission is now conducting its final public hearings on a
proposal to tear down the existing, modestly scaled, 110 room Corte Madera Inn, and replace it
with a significantly larger 187 room, Marriott Residence Inn and Springhill Suites. A number of
residents have expressed concern that this proposal constitutes unnecessary over-development of
the property, particularly since less impactful alternatives are available.
Community Venture Partners ("CVP") is a 501 ( c )(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to
bringing the voice of the community to government decision-making. Toward that end, CVP
spends significant time and money to ensure that government decision makers have the best
possible data and expert opinions at their disposal, when they make those decisions. We do this
as a free public service and our efforts are wholly dependent on the generous support of hundreds
of Marin residents.
After undertaking extensive, independent analysis, and consulting with experts in environmental
law, hydrology, biology, ecology and wildlife, it is our professional opinion that the proposal
presently being considered would result in inappropriately scaled new structures on the site and
the unacceptable loss of the existing pond and wetlands marsh area that provides emergency
capacity for flood waters and significant habitat for important local bird species.
Furthermore, we concur with Corte Madera residents, who believe that the Corte Madera
Planning Commission should recommend a less impactful, modified version of Alternative #2
that provides for no more than 140 rooms and preserves the pond and its surrounding vegetation
(which must be restored and cared for, going forward). A more detailed explanation of our
recommendations is found below.

Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

Finally, in response to the projected impacts of the WinCup development, the Corte Madera
Town Council declared a development moratorium along Tamal Vista Boulevard. However, the
proposal by Reneson Hotels, to redevelop the Corte Madera Inn property, was given an
exemption to that moratorium because the Town has contended that the developer's application
predated that restriction. CVP has commented that it is questionable that the developer's
application was, in fact, "complete" prior to the moratorium since that application lacked
sufficient design details (renderings, final site plans, etc.) that would have shown the public what
was truly intended.
However, so far, the Town has not responded on this question. We ask that this be reconsidered
in concert with the other issued raised herein.
Planning and Property Rights

To be clear, the decision before the Planning Commission is not about property rights. CVP fully
supports an owner's right to redevelopment property under the terms of the Corte Madera
General Plan. However, in this situation, Reneson Hotels is not just asking to be able to do that,
but instead is asking for a bonus of property rights of approximately 70 percent more than the
existing development on the site. To accomplish this they are requesting a special amendment to
the General Plan that would apply to only their property, without consideration for how the
Town addresses the overall zoning issues for hotel uses throughout the Town.
This is a situation where a property owner is demanding "extra" property rights, based solely on
their wish to maximize their financial gains. This begs the question, if the public grants a single
property owner extra development rights, what are the off-setting benefits to the community, in
exchange for this gift? And, what kind of precedent does this set for future development
proposals in Corte Madera.
Chronology of Public Comment

For several years, Corte Madera has been the epicenter of public debate about growth and city
planning, triggered by the now infamous "WinCup" apartments project ("Tamai Ridge").
However, the WinCup debacle has awakened the community to the importance of good city
planning, and now that community is more fully engaged than ever. CVP has also participated in
this debate, commenting on the WinCup approval process, supporting the current development
moratorium on Tamal Vista Boulevard, and meeting with Town Councilmembers about a variety
of development issues in the town (e.g., the Cinema property).

Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

The DEIR
In late 2014, the Town of Corte Madera released its Draft Environmental Impact Report
("DEIR") for the Corte Madera Inn redevelopment proposal. Community Venture Partners was
then contacted by Friends of Corte Madera, a group of local residents who were concerned about
the proposal. In support of their concerns, we assisted them in retaining legal counsel, which
resulted in the submission of a comment letter of January 20, 2015, on the DEIR, by attorney
Edward Yates.
To read the full text of that letter, please click on the blue text link or go to:
https://marinpost.org/blog/2015/4/17 /masquerading-as-bob-creating-a--blog-post-forcalifornia?query=friends+of+corte+madera§ ion=
After numerous legal citations and discussion, that letter concluded by stating that

The DEIR is so legally inadequate the City should withdraw and start the entire process anew
with a more transparent planning approach that complies with both the Corte Madera
General Plan and Zoning Ordinance, and CEQA.
Subsequently, and as evidenced by those who attended the public hearings on the project in the
first half of 2015, the public opposition to the developer's proposal, was overwhelming. The
proposal was seen to be out of scale with the community and overly impactful on traffic and the
environment.

TheREIR
As a result, but for reasons that we have never been able to completely understand, the Town
then asked the developer to propose an even more impactful development, which was presented
in the Revised EIR ("REIR") in July of 2015. This forced CVP and the community to spend
significant time and financial resources to submit a second legal comment letter, dated August
19, 2015, on that new proposal, even though the developer had publicly stated that they would
never build it.
To read the full text of that letter, please click on the blue text link or go to:
https ://marinpost.org/b log/2015/8/ 19 /the-corte-madera-inn-reir-comment-· letter-on-proposaldeficiencies?query=corte%20madera%20planning%20department%20 § ion=eztype=

Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

After providing extensive and detailed comments on the new REIR, this second letter came to
the same legal conclusions as the one before it and suggested that

At a minimum, the REIR should be re-circulated for public review and comment with the
additional analysis required by CEQA.
TheFEIR
Finally, in late 2015, the Town of Corte Madera released its Final EIR (FEIR), which continued
to recommend the 187 room design that required the destruction and fill of the existing pond I
wetlands, despite overwhelming public comment to the contrary. In response, CVP asked its
legal counsel, Edward Yates, to submit yet another comment letter, which was presented on
January 11, 2016.
To read the full text of that letter, please click on the blue text link or go to:
https ://marinpost.org/b log/2016/ 1/ 11 I cvp-submits-comment-on-the-proposed-·expansion-of-

the-corte-madera-inn ?query=corte%20madera%20planning%20department%20§ion=&type=
In that letter, we requested that the Planning Commission delay its recommendation to the Town
Council because CVP was undertaking a full technical review of the FEIR, by experts in
hydrology, ecology, biology and wildlife.
In addition, this letter concluded that

The EIR remains inadequate in regard to the significant impacts related to flooding, polluted
runoff and wetlands and CVP has commissioned reports by experts in these topics that will
quantify and analyze those impacts.
CVP urges the Planning Commission to wait for these reports and consider whether selection
of Alternative 2 could actually meet most project objectives and avoid the impacts and time
and resources related to Alternative 1.
Comments by Experts
The expert opinions noted above have now been completed and have been submitted to the Corte
Madera Planning Commission. These include comments by:

Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

Greg Kamman, PG, CHG of Kamman Hyrology & Engineering, Inc., dated February 4, 2016. To
read the full text of that letter, please go to:
http://media.wix.com/ugd/Oe 1612 __ 1fd05a3876cc4cf7bf. ..

Peter R. Baye, Ph.D., Coastal Ecologist I Botanist, dated February 15, 2016. To read the full text
of that letter, please go to:
http.z/media.wix.com/ugd/Oe 1612 _4c32c440efc34e2db2b6bfof3f35c57e.pdf

John P. Kelly, Ph.D, Director of Conservation Science at the Audubon Canyon Ranch Cypress
Grove Research Center, and Scott Jennings, Avian Ecologist at the Audubon Canyon Ranch
Cypress Grove Research Center, dated February 9, 2016. To read the full text of that letter,
please go to:
httpv/media.wix.com/ugd/Oe 1612 _dbfabca-l 7 c7 64522a 71 aaa8c 1615 9ce3. pdf

Final Comments

As I've noted, one of CVP's fundamental purposes is to bring the community's voice to the local
government decision-making process. Doing that in a credible way requires the retaining of a
host of experts and legal advisors. Unfortunately, because of the extremely stringent statutory
time requirements under CEQA, we must act quickly and be extremely thorough in our
examinations, research and comments, in order to be prepared to take legal action in the rare
instance that it is required to preserve the public's rights to argue their positions in the future.
However, this requirement for submission of timely and thorough legal commentary has been
misconstrued by some as meaning that CVP is litigious. Nothing could be further from the truth.
We consider litigation as the very last resort when all attempts to reason with developers and
agencies have failed to produce an equitable or legal outcome.
In many ways, our work is a thankless task. \Ve are required by law to exhaust our remedies.
This often includes doing an enormous amount of work for the cities we are dealing with, free of
charge and without any opportunity to be reimbursed for those costs, just to help
them avoid future litigation and to correct the incomplete or incorrect work of highly paid staff
and outside consultants.

Community Venture Partners, Inc.
A Catalyst for Sustainable Solutions

We do this all as a public service, doing this for cities to show them what we believe they should
be doing on behalf of their residents. In this regard, we have by been advised by two CEQA
attorneys: Edward Yates, and Michael Graf.
Along with other experts, these gentlemen have guided our understanding of the public policy,
planning and CEQA issues that bear on the decision the Corte Madera Planning Commission is
being asked to make. We respectfully urge the Planning Commission and the Town of Corte
Madera to carefully consider their comments and recommendations.
Finally, the developer has indicated that they cannot move forward unless they are granted the
approvals to build the maximum development they are requesting. They contend that the Town
of Corte Madera must help them maximize their financial returns, or it would not be
economically feasible to develop the property. Speaking as someone who has been involved in
the real estate development business for over 40 years, as an architect, real estate broker, planner
and developer, I can assure the Town of Corte Madera that this is nonsensical.
The subject property is a triple A, hotel development site, situated next to a major highway
interchange and in the midst of a thriving commercial area. There are literally dozens of hotel
developers I operators who I'm sure would jump at the chance to build products of varying sizes
in that location.
Perhaps, Marriott Hotel's offer is most lucrative for the property owner. However, we ask that
the Planning Commission please be reminded that maximizing fmancial benefits to an individual
developer is not a legitimate argument for approval under CEQA nor is it an equitable rationale
for amending the Town's General Plan.

Sincerelk_
(P:;lvestri
.

;President
Community Venture Partners, Inc.

